
The most complete line of profes-
sional grade console systems are 
made in America and brought to 
you by the company that got you 

there.

NEVER LOOKED



INK SUPPLY

AccuTrak ‘on the fly’ material control
and registration assembly

Runs high quality RENA Systems
tabs in and any standard tab rolls
up to 19.5” with a 3” core size.

Runs in-line with RENA Systems and
many other inkjet console bases

Tab speeds of 35,000 postcards/hr
with automatic positioning

Apply 1, 2, or 3 tabs (in clear, paper,
translucent, or stamps) and labels
up to 4” wide with one unit

XPSPROTAB 4.0CONSOLE TABBER

240 million addresses total or 4,000,000 per month
over a 5-year life cycle

Conveyors, EASYFeed Feeders, Tabs, XPS-ProFeed & XPS-ProStand

  The XPS-ProTab 4.0 In-line Console  
Tabber/Labeler/Stamp Affixer has been 
redesigned and refined switch by switch and 
bolt by bolt.  It is the most producve and 
efficient tabbing system we offer.  We have 
dramacally improved the throughput 
control and smoothness, its fit and finish, 
build quality, and overall dependability.build quality, and overall dependability.
     
  The XPS-ProTab 4.0 is fast and versale, 
handling up to 35,000 pieces/hr and up to 
three tabs in one pass.  It applies clear, 
translucent or paper tabs with ease in a 
variety of tab sizes and can apply labels up to 
4” wide.  Its innovave side-tab applicaon 
maximizes producvity.  You can load large 
tabtab rolls to keep jobs running.  The precision 
placement of its tabbing is accurate to 
within 1/8 of an inch.

The XPS-ProTab 4.0 has intelligent 
sensors and innovave guides that ensure 
smooth material handling make set-up 
simple.  The system is designed to be 
easy-to-run in-line with various console 
products.  It offers integrated Start/Stop 
feeder control and Emergency Stop 
interlocksinterlocks that work seamlessly with the 
XPS-ProMail console components to give you 
state-of-the-art safety.  Heavy duty 
aluminum and steel construcon will give 
you years of reliable high performance use.

     Schedule a demonstraon today.  The 
professional grade XPS-ProTab 4.0 is sure to 
make your operaon more profitable and 
much more efficient.

27” W x 33” D x 66” to 71” H 


